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Abstract 

Do children and adults engage in spontaneous Theory of Mind (ToM)? Accumulating evidence 

from anticipatory looking (AL) studies suggests that they do. But a growing body of studies failed 

to replicate these original findings. This paper presents the first step of a large-scale multi-lab 

collaboration dedicated to testing the robustness of spontaneous ToM measures. It examines 

whether 18-27-month-olds and adults’ anticipatory looks distinguish between knowledgeable and 

ignorant agents. In a pre-registered study with toddlers [anticipated N = 440, 50% female] and 

adults [anticipated N = 360, 50% female] from diverse ethnic backgrounds, we found that 

[DESCRIBE RESULT AND EFFECT SIZE FOR MAIN CONFIRMATORY ANALYSIS]. This 

provides [SUPPORT/SOME SUPPORT/NO SUPPORT] for spontaneous, epistemic state-based 

action anticipation in an AL paradigm. 

 

Keywords: anticipatory looking, spontaneous Theory of Mind, replication  
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Humans are proficient at processing others’ intentional actions. Adults as well as infants 

from a young age expect agents to act persistently towards the goal they pursue (Csibra & Gergely, 

2007; Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Gergely et al., 1995, Woodward & Sommerville, 2000). Behavioral 

and electrophysiological evidence suggests that we not only recognize completed actions as goal-

directed, but also infer the goals and outcomes of certain actions of others even before they are 

achieved (Southgate et al., 2010). Anticipatory looking (AL) measures, in particular, have shown 

that infants and adults spontaneously gaze toward the expected outcome of another agent’s 

unfolding behavior and thus reveal active, goal-based action prediction (Adam & Elsner, 2020; 

Biro, 2013; Cannon & Woodward, 2012; Falck-Ytter et al., 2006; Gredebäck et al., 2018; Kanakogi 

& Itakura, 2011; Kochukhova & Gredebäck, 2010; for review, see Elsner & Adam, 2020; but see 

Ganglmayer et al., 2019). 

A number of seminal studies using spontaneous measures such as AL, violation of 

expectation (VoE), or related paradigms have suggested that infants, toddlers, older children, and 

adults show action anticipation and action understanding as a function not only of the agent’s goals 

(what they want) but also of their epistemic status (what they perceive, know or think). These 

studies suggest that humans from infancy on engage in spontaneous Theory of Mind (ToM) or 

mentalizing. Most of the studies with infants and toddlers have used looking time and direction of 

gaze measures obtained with VoE (e.g., Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005) and AL (e.g., Southgate et 

al., 2007; Surian & Geraci, 2012) paradigms. For example, studies using VoE tasks have 

demonstrated that infants’ looking behaviors suggest sensitivity to another agent’s epistemic state: 

Infants look longer in response to events in which an agent acts in ways that are incompatible with 

their (true or false) beliefs, compared to events in which they act in belief-congruent ways (Onishi 

& Baillargeon, 2005; Surian et al., 2007; Träuble et al., 2010). Other studies have employed more 

interactive tasks requiring the child to play, communicate or cooperate with experimenters and, for 
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example, give an experimenter one of several objects as a function of their epistemic status. Such 

studies have shown that toddlers spontaneously take into account, and respond differentially as a 

function of, the experimenter’s beliefs (Buttelmann et al., 2009; Király et al., 2018; Knudsen & 

Liszkowski, 2012; Southgate et al., 2010). 

Perhaps the biggest body of evidence for spontaneous ToM comes from studies using AL 

tasks. In such studies, participants see an agent who acts in pursuit of some goal (typically, to 

collect a certain object) and has either a true or a false belief (typically, regarding the location of 

the target object). A number of studies have shown that infants, toddlers, older children, 

neurotypical adults, and even apes and monkeys anticipate that the agent will go where they (truly 

or falsely) believe the object to be rather than where the object really is (Gliga et al. 2014; Grosse 

Wiesmann et al., 2017; Hayashi et al., 2020; Kano et al., 2019; Krupenye et al., 2016; Meristo et 

al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2013; Senju et al., 2009; Senju et al., 2010; Senju 

et al., 2011; Surian & Franchin, 2020; Thoermer et al., 2012). 

Across the different measures, the majority of early works on spontaneous ToM in infants 

and toddlers have reported positive results in the second year of life, and a few studies even within 

the first year (Kovács et al., 2010; Southgate & Vernetti, 2014), yielding a rich body of coherent 

and convergent evidence (for reviews see e.g., Barone et al., 2019; Kampis et al., 2020a; Scott & 

Baillargeon, 2017). In addition to the seminal findings with infants and toddlers, those measures 

that are applicable beyond early childhood (AL, in particular) have revealed converging evidence 

for similar capacities for spontaneous ToM across the human lifespan and even in other primate 

species, suggesting potential phylogenetic and ontogenetic continuities. 

This growing body of evidence has led to a theoretical transformation of the field. In 

particular, findings with young infants have paved the way for novel accounts on the development 

and cognitive foundations of ToM. In contrast with a previous consensus that ToM emerges later 
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in development as the result of linguistic experience, developing executive functions and other 

factors (e.g., Perner, 1991; Wellman et al., 2001), these accounts propose that some basic forms of 

ToM may be ontogenetically and phylogenetically more ancient, perhaps even innate (e.g., 

Baillargeon et al., 2010; Kovács, 2016; Leslie, 2005). Yet, a number of recent studies have created 

uncertainty regarding the empirical foundations of these early-emergence theories, as we review 

below. In the following sections, we present an overview of the current empirical picture of early 

appreciation of epistemic states, and then introduce ManyBabies2 (MB2), a large-scale 

collaborative project exploring the replicability of paradigms that are used for probing ToM in 

infancy, of which the current study constitutes the first step. 

Replicability of Spontaneous ToM Tasks 

Recently, a number of failures to replicate findings showing positive evidence with 

spontaneous ToM tasks have been published, including  both direct and conceptual replication 

studies with infants, toddlers, and adults (e.g., Burnside et al., 2018; Dörrenberg at al., 2018; Grosse 

Wiesmann et al., 2017; Grosse Wiesmann et al., 2018; Kampis et al., 2020b; Kulke et al., 2018a; 

Kulke et al., 2019; Kulke & Rakoczy, 2017, 2018, 2019; Kulke et al., 2018b; Kulke et al., 2019; 

Powell et al., 2018; Priewasser et al., 2018; Priewasser et al., 2020; Schuwerk et al., 2018; for 

overviews, see Barone et al., 2019; Kulke & Rakoczy, 2018). Additional unpublished replication 

failures have also been reported. Kulke and Rakoczy (2018) examined 65 published and non-

published studies including 36 AL studies (replications of Schneider et al., 2012; Southgate et al., 

2007; Surian & Geraci, 2012; and Low & Watts, 2013), as well as studies using other paradigms, 

and classified them as a successful, partial, or non-replication, depending on whether all, some, or 

none of the original main effects were found. Although no formal analysis of effect size was carried 

out, overall, non-replications and partial replications outnumbered successful replications, 

regardless of the method used. 
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In AL studies, in addition to failed replications of the main target effect (whether 

participants show differential AL as a function of an agent’s belief), many of the replication studies 

revealed a potentially even more fundamental problem of spontaneous AL procedures: they failed 

to find evidence for goal-based anticipation even in the initial familiarization phase of the 

experiments, where the agent’s beliefs currently plays no role (e.g., Kampis et al., 2020a; Kulke et 

al., 2018; Schuwerk et al., 2018). These trials are designed to convey the goal of the agent, as well 

as the general timing and structure of events, to set up participants’ expectations in the test trials 

where the agent’s epistemic state is then manipulated. Typically, the last familiarization trial can 

also be used to probe participants’ spontaneous action anticipation; and test trials can only be 

meaningfully interpreted if there is evidence of above-chance anticipation in the familiarization 

trials. The fact that in AL studies many participants have to be excluded from the main analyses 

for failing to demonstrate robust action anticipation during the familiarization trials (e.g., Kampis 

et al., 2020a; Kulke et al., 2018; Schuwerk et al., 2018; Southgate et al., 2007) raises the possibility 

that these paradigms may not even reliably elicit action prediction in the first place -- which is 

clearly a prerequisite for assessing attributions of epistemic states (for discussion see Baillargeon 

et al., 2018). 

This widespread difficulty in successfully replicating false-belief tasks with infants and 

toddlers has important consequences. Given that these paradigms have been crucial in revising 

theories about the ontogeny of ToM abilities, failed replications have implications for current and 

future theorizing. While some authors have pointed out that many replications (in particular of VoE 

and direct interaction studies) deviated in potentially important ways from the original methods 

(Baillargeon et al., 2018; Surian & Franchin, 2020), others have endorsed a more skeptical view, 

and argued that the tension between positive (supporting) and negative (non-supporting) replication 
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findings calls for a systematic inquiry before any firm conclusion regarding the robustness of early 

ToM findings can be drawn (e.g., Poulin-Dubois et al., 2018). 

In sum, in light of the complex and mixed state of the current evidence, it thus remains 

unclear whether infants, toddlers and adults engage in spontaneous ToM. This calls for systematic, 

large-scale, a priori designed multi-lab studies that stringently test for the robustness, reliability, 

and replicability of spontaneous measures of ToM. 

General Rationale of MB2 

Given this situation, MB2 was established as an international consortium dedicated to 

investigating infants’ and toddlers’ ToM skills, with the aim of systematically testing the 

replicability of spontaneous ToM findings. MB2 operates under the general umbrella of 

ManyBabies (MB), a large-scale international research consortium founded with the aim of probing 

the reliability of central findings from infancy research. In particular, MB projects bring together 

large and theoretically diverse groups of researchers to tackle pressing questions of infant cognitive 

development, through the design and implementation of collaboratively designed methodologies 

and pre-registered analysis plans (Frank et al., 2017). The MB2 consortium involves authors of 

original studies as well as authors of both successful and failed replication studies, and researchers 

from very different theoretical backgrounds. It thus presents a case of true “adversarial 

collaboration” (Mellers et al., 2001). 

The Present Study 

As the first and foundational project of MB2, based on both theoretical and practical 

considerations, the current study tests whether young children and adults anticipate (in their looking 

behavior) how other agents will act on the basis of their goals (i.e., what they want) as a function 

of their epistemic status (i.e., what they know or think). From a practical perspective, we focus on 

AL since it is a child-friendly and widely used method that is also suitable for humans across the 
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lifespan (and even other species); it is also screen-based and standardizable (i.e., identical stimuli 

can be presented in different labs). From a theoretical perspective, given the mixed findings with 

more complex mental state attributions reviewed in the previous section (e.g., belief), here we 

aimed to focus on the most basic forms of goal-based action anticipation as a function of epistemic 

status.  

Probably the most basic form of taking into account the epistemic status of an agent is to 

consider whether they had access to relevant information, and is thus knowledgeable or ignorant. 

We reasoned that only after establishing whether a context can elicit spontaneous tracking of an 

agent’s epistemic status in a more basic sense (in terms of the agent’s knowledge vs. ignorance), 

and thus appreciating an agent’s epistemic access to a set of events, is it eventually meaningful to 

ask whether this context also elicits more complex epistemic state tracking (in terms of the agent’s 

beliefs). 

Theoretically, many accounts in developmental and comparative ToM research have argued 

for the ontogenetic and evolutionary primacy of the knowledge-ignorance distinction and related 

form of representing what agents witness and represent, relative to more sophisticated ways of 

representing how agents represent (and potentially mis-represent) objects and situations (e.g., 

Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Flavell, 1988; Kaminski et al., 2008; Martin & Santos, 2016; Perner, 

1991; Phillips et al., 2020). For example, it is often assumed that young children and non-human 

primates, may be capable of so-called “Level I perspective-taking” (understanding who sees what) 

but only human children from around age 4 may finally develop capacities for “Level II 

perspective-taking” (understanding how a given situation may appear to different agents; Flavell 

et al., 1981). Empirically, many studies using verbal and/or interactive measures have indicated 

that children engage in knowledge-ignorance and related distinctions before they engage in more 

complex forms of meta-representation (e.g., Flavell et al., 1981; Hogrefe et al., 1986; Moll & 
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Tomasello, 2006; but see Scott & Baillargeon, 2009; Buttelmann et al., 2015; Buttelmann & 

Kovács, 2019; Kampis et al., 2020b; Scott, Richman, & Baillargeon, 2015), and similarly, that non-

human primates master knowledge-ignorance tasks while not demonstrating any more complex, 

meta-representational form of ToM (e.g., Hare et al., 2011; Kaminski et al., 2008; Karg et al., 

2015). 

To date, however, no study has probed whether or how children’s (and adults’) spontaneous 

action anticipation, as indicated by AL, is sensitive to ascriptions of knowledge vs. ignorance. Most 

studies that have addressed ToM with AL measures have targeted true/false belief rather than 

knowledge/ignorance contrasts. As reviewed above, results of those studies yield a mixed picture 

regarding robustness and replicability of the findings. Importantly for present purposes, it has been 

suggested that there may be a systematic pattern behind these mixed (non-)replication findings: 

possibly, those tasks that reliably replicate are ones which can be solved with a knowledge-

ignorance distinction, whereas tasks that do not replicate require more sophisticated belief-

ascription (Powell et al., 2018). Based on these considerations, the present study tests whether 

children and adults engage in knowledge-ignorance-based AL to probe the most basic form of 

spontaneous, epistemic state-based action anticipation. 

Rationale for the present study design 

The current study presents 18- to 27-month-old children and adults with animated scenarios 

while measuring their gaze behavior. Following the structure of previous AL paradigms, 

participants are first familiarized to an agent repeatedly approaching a target (familiarization trials). 

AL is measured during familiarization trials to probe whether participants understood the agent’s 

goal and spontaneously anticipate their actions. Subsequently, during test trials the agent’s visual 

access is manipulated, leading them to be either knowledgeable or ignorant about the location of 

the target. Participants’ AL will be measured during test trials to determine whether or not they 
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take into account the agent’s epistemic access and adjust their action anticipation accordingly. 

Participants’ looking patterns will be recorded using either lab-based corneal reflection eye-

tracking or online recording of gaze patterns. We chose to provide the online testing option to 

increase the flexibility for data collection given the disruption caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

This option will also provide the opportunity to compare in-lab and online testing procedures 

(Sheskin et al., 2020). 

Novel animated stimuli were collectively developed within the MB2 consortium on the 

basis of previous work (Clements & Perner, 1994; Grosse Wiesmann et al., 2017; Surian & Geraci, 

2012), and based on input from collaborators with experience with both successful and failed 

replication studies (e.g., Grosse Wiesmann et al., 2017). These animated scenes feature a dynamic 

interaction in order to optimally engage participants’ attention: a chasing scenario involving two 

agents, a chaser and a chasee (see Figures 1 and 2). As part of the chase, the chasee enters from 

the top of an upside-down y-shaped tunnel with two boxes at its exits. The tunnel is opaque and so 

participants cannot see the chasee after it enters the tunnel, but can hear noises to indicate 

movement. The chasee eventually exits from one of the arms of the y, and goes into the 

corresponding box. The chaser observes the chasee exit the tunnel and go into a box, and then 

follows through the tunnel. During familiarization trials, the chaser always exits the tunnel on the 

same side as the chasee, and approaches the box where the chasee is currently located. Thus, if 

participants engage in spontaneous action anticipation during familiarization trials, they should 

reliably anticipate that the chaser will emerge at the tunnel exit that leads to the box where the 

chasee is. 

During test trials, the chasee always first hides in one of the boxes, but shortly thereafter 

leaves its initial hiding place and hides in the box at the other tunnel exit. Critically, the chaser 

either does (knowledge condition) or does not (ignorance condition) have epistemic access to the 
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chasee’s location. During knowledge trials, the chaser observes all movements of the chasee. 

During ignorance trials, the chaser observes the chasee enter the tunnel, but then leaves and only 

returns once the chasee is already hidden inside the second box.  

AL is assessed via two main dependent measures: first look, and proportion differential 

looking score (DLS). The first look will be binary, indicating which of the two tunnel exits 

participants fixate first: the exit where the chasee is actually hiding, or the other exit. DLS is 

computed as the proportion looking to the correct area of interest (AOI), that is, the correct tunnel 

exit compared to the other one, during the entire anticipatory period. 

In two pilot studies (see Methods section), we measured AL in the above-described 

familiarization trials (i.e., without a change of location by the chasee or manipulation of the 

chaser’s mental state) to ensure that our adapted paradigm elicited action anticipation. Both 

children and adults showed reliable anticipation of the chaser’s exit at the chasee’s location, 

indicating that, in contrast with many previous AL studies, the current paradigm successfully elicits 

spontaneous goal-based action anticipation. Based on this pilot data we concluded that the 

paradigm is suitable for examining the question of interest. 

The current study’s predictions are as follows. If participants track the chaser’s perceptual 

access and resulting epistemic state (knowledge/ignorance) and anticipate their actions 

accordingly, they should look more in anticipation to the exit at the chasee’s location than the other 

exit in the knowledge condition, but should not do so (or to a lesser degree; see below) in the 

ignorance condition. Keeping track of the chaser’s epistemic status in the ignorance condition 

might either lead to no expectations as to where the chaser will look (resulting in chance level 

looking between the two exits) or (if participants follow an “ignorance leads to mistakes”-rule, see 

e.g., Ruffman, 1996) to an expectation that the chaser will go to the wrong location (longer looking 

to the exit with the empty box; e.g., Fabricius et al., 2010). Either way, participants may still show 
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a ‘pull of the real’ even in ignorance condition, i.e. reveal a default tendency to look to the side 

where the chasee is located. But if they truly keep track of the epistemic status of the chaser 

(knowledge vs. ignorance), they should show this tendency to look to the side where the chasee 

really is in the ignorance condition to a lesser degree than in the knowledge condition. 

In sum, the target questions of the present study are the following: 1) Do young children 

and adults robustly anticipate agents’ actions based on their goals? and 2) Do they take into account 

the agent’s epistemic access (knowledge vs. ignorance) and adjust their action anticipation 

(indicated by AL) accordingly? In addressing these questions, the present study will significantly 

contribute to our knowledge on spontaneous ToM. It will inform us whether the present paradigm 

and stimuli can elicit spontaneous goal-based and mental-state-based action anticipation in adults 

and young children, based on a large sample of about 800 participants in total, from over 20 labs. 

Over the longer term, the present study will provide a foundation for future work to investigate 

more stringently what kind of mental states children and adults spontaneously attribute in their 

action anticipation (e.g., knowledge-ignorance vs. true belief-false belief ascription; see Horschler 

et al., 2020; Phillips et al., 2020). 
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Methods 

All materials, and later the collected de-identified data, will be provided on the Open Science 

Framework (OSF; https://tinyurl.com/y4yrcpvw). All analysis scripts, including the pilot data 

analysis and simulations for the design analysis, can be found on GitHub 

(https://github.com/manybabies/mb2-analysis). We report how we determined our sample size and 

we will report all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures in the study. Additional 

methodological details can be found in the Supplemental Material. 

Stimuli 

Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of the paradigm. For the stimuli, 3D animations were 

created depicting a chasing scenario between two agents (chaser and chasee) who start in the upper 

part of the scene. At the very top of the scene a door leads to outside the visible scene. Below this 

area, a horizontal fence separates the space, and thus the lower part of the space can be reached by 

the y-shaped tunnel only. Additional information on the general scene setup, events and timings in 

the familiarization and the test trials, as well as trial randomization can be found in the 

Supplemental Material. 

Familiarization Trials  

All participants will view four familiarization trials (for an overview of key events see 

Figure 1). During familiarization trials, after a brief chasing introduction, the chasee enters an 

upside-down y-shaped tunnel with a box at each of its exits. The chasee then leaves the tunnel 

through one of the exits and hides in the box on the corresponding side. Subsequently, the chaser 

enters the tunnel (to follow the chasee) and participants’ AL to the tunnel exits is measured before 

the chaser exits on the side the chasee is hiding, as an index of their goal-based action anticipation. 

In these familiarization trials, if participants engage in spontaneous action anticipation, they should 

reliably anticipate that the chaser should emerge at the tunnel exit that leads to the box where the 
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chasee is. After leaving the tunnel, the chaser approaches the box in which the chasee is hiding and 

knocks on it. Then, the chasee jumps out of the box and they briefly interact. 

 

Figure 1  

Events and timings of the familiarization trials. 

 

 

Familiarization Phase Pilot Studies 

In a pilot study with 18-27-month-olds (n = 65) and adults (n = 42), seven labs used in-lab 

corneal reflection eye-tracking to collect data on gaze behavior in the familiarization phase. A key 

desideratum of our paradigm is that it should produce sufficient AL, as a low rate of AL in previous 

studies has led to high exclusion rates. The goals of the pilot study were to 1) estimate the level of 

correct goal-based action predictions in the familiarization phase, 2) determine the optimal number 

of familiarization trials, 3) check for issues with perceptual properties of stimuli (e.g., distracting 

visual saliencies), and 4) test the general procedure including preprocessing and analyzing raw 

gaze data from different eye-tracking systems. We found that the familiarization stimuli elicited a 

relatively high proportion of goal-directed action anticipations, but we were concerned about the 

effects of some minor properties of the stimulus (in particular, a small rectangular window in the 

tunnel tube that allowed participants to see the agents at one point on their path to the tunnel exits).  
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In a second pilot with 18- to 27-month-olds (n = 12, three participating labs), slight changes 

of stimulus features (the removal of the window in the tube; temporal changes of auditory 

anticipation cue) did not cause major changes in the AL rates.  

Sixty-eight percent of children’s first looks in the first pilot, 69% of children’s first looks 

in the second pilot, and 69% of adults’ first looks were in the correct AOI during the anticipatory 

period. The average proportion of looking towards the correct AOI during the anticipatory period 

was 70.7% (CI95% = 67.6% - 73.8%) in children in the first pilot, 70.5% (CI95% = 62.8% - 78.2%) 

in the second pilot for children, and 75.3% (CI95% = 71.0% - 79.5%) in adults. A trial-by-trial 

analysis suggested that four trials was a sufficient number of familiarization trials (anticipation 

rates did not considerably increase in subsequent trials). Further, prototypical analysis pipelines 

were established for combining raw gaze data from different eye-trackers. In sum, we concluded 

that this paradigm sufficiently elicits goal-directed action predictions, an important prerequisite for 

drawing any conclusion on AL behavior in the test trials of this study. A detailed description of the 

pilot studies can be found in the Supplemental Material. 

Test Trials 

All participants will see two test trials, one from each of the knowledge and ignorance 

conditions. However, in line with common practice in ToM studies the main comparisons concern 

the first test trial between-participants to avoid potential carryover effects. In addition, in 

exploratory analyses we plan to assess whether results remain the same if both trials are taken into 

account, and whether gaze patterns differ between the two trials (see Exploratory Analyses). If the 

results remain largely unchanged across the two trials, it may suggest that future studies could 

increase power by including multiple test trials. 

In test trials, the chasee first hides in one of the boxes, but shortly thereafter the chasee 

leaves this box and hides in the second box, at the other tunnel exit. Critically, the chaser either 
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witnesses (knowledge condition) or does not witness (ignorance condition) from which tunnel exit 

the chasee exited and thus where the chasee is currently hiding (for an overview, see Figure 2).  In 

the knowledge trials, the chaser observes all movements of the chasee. The chaser leaves for a brief 

period of time, after the chasee entered the tunnel, but they returns before the chasee exits the 

tunnel, thus no events take place in the chaser’s absence. In the ignorance trials, the chaser sees 

the chasee enter the tunnel, but then leaves, so does not see the chasee entering either box and only 

returns once the chasee is already hidden in the final location. Finally, the chaser enters the tunnel 

but does not appear in either exit, rather, the scene “freezes” for four seconds and participants’ AL 

is measured. Thus, the knowledge and ignorance conditions are matched for the chaser leaving for 

a period of time, but they differ in whether they warrant the chaser’s epistemic access to the location 

of the chasee. No outcome is shown in either test trials. 

Trial Randomization  

We will vary the starting location of the chasee (left or right half of the upper part of the 

scene) and the box the chasee ended up (left or right box), in both familiarization and test trials. 

The presentation of the familiarization trials will be counterbalanced in two pseudo-randomized 

orders. Each lab signs up for one or two sets of 16-trial-combinations, for each of their tested age 

groups. 
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Figure 2 

Schematic overview of stimuli and conditions of the test trials. 

 

 

Note. After the familiarization phase, participants know about the agent’s goal (chaser wants to 

find chasee), perceptual access (chaser can see what happens on the other side of the fence, and 

situational constraints (boxes can be reached by walking through the forking tunnel) (A,B). In the 

Knowledge condition, the chaser witnesses the chasee walking through the tunnel and jumping in 

and out of the first box (C). While the chasee is in the box, the chaser briefly leaves the scene 

through the door in the back and returns shortly after (D). Subsequently the chaser watches the 

chasee jumping out of the box again and hiding in the second box (E,F). In the Ignorance condition, 

the chaser turns around and stands on the other side of the door in the back of the scene, thus unable 

to witness any of the chasee’s actions (C,F). The chaser then returns and enters the tunnel to look 

for the chasee. During the test phase (4 seconds still frame), AL towards the end of the tunnels is 

measured (G). 
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Lab Participation Details 

Time-Frame  

The contributing labs will start data collection as soon as they are able to once our 

Registered Report receives an in-principle acceptance. The study will be submitted for Stage 2 

review within one year after in principle acceptance (i.e., post-Stage 1 review). We anticipate that 

this time window gives the individual labs enough flexibility to contribute the committed sample 

sizes; however, if this timeline needs adjusting due to the Covid-19 pandemic this decision will be 

made prior to any data analysis. 

Participation Criterion  

The participating labs were recruited from the MB2 consortium. In July 2020, we asked via 

the MB2 listserv which labs plan to contribute how many participants for the respective age group 

(children and/or adults). The Supplemental Material provides an overview of participating labs. 

Each lab made a commitment to collecting data from at least 16 participants (children or adults), 

but we will not exclude any contributed data on the basis of the total sample size contributed by 

that lab. Labs will be allowed to test using either in-lab eye-tracking or online methods.  

Ethics  

All labs will be responsible for obtaining an ethics approval from their appropriate 

institutional review board. The labs will contribute de-identified data for central data analysis (i.e., 

eye-tracking raw data/coded gaze behavior, demographic information). Video recordings of the 

participants will be stored at each lab according to the approved local data handling protocol. If 

allowed by the local institutional review board, video recordings will be made available to other 

researchers via the video library DataBrary (https://nyu.databrary.org/). 
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Participants 

In a preliminary expression of interest, 22 labs signed up to contribute a minimal sample 

size of 16 children and/or adults. Based on this information, we expect to recruit a total sample of 

440 children (ages 18-27 months) and 360 adults (ages 18-55 years). To avoid an unbalanced age 

distribution in the children sample, labs will sign up for testing at least one of two age bins (bin 1: 

18-22 months, bin 2: 23-27 months), and will be asked to ensure approximately equal distribution 

of participants’ age in their collected sample if possible. They will be asked to try to ensure that 

the mean age of their sample lies in the middle of the range of the chosen bin and that participant 

ages are distributed across their whole bin. Both for adults and children, basic demographic data 

will be collected on a voluntary basis with a brief questionnaire (see Supplemental Material for 

details). The requested demographic information that is not used in the registered confirmatory 

and/or exploratory analyses of this study will be collected for further potential follow-up analyses 

in spin-off projects within the MB framework. 

After completing the task, adult participants will be asked to fill a funneled debriefing 

questionnaire. This questionnaire asks what the participant thinks the purpose of the experiment 

was, whether the participant had any particular goal or strategy while watching the videos, and 

whether the participant consciously tracked the chaser’s epistemic state. Additionally, we collect 

details regarding each testing session (see Supplement).  

Of the initial sample (children: N=XYZ, adults: N=XYZ), participants will be excluded 

from the main confirmatory analyses if (1) they did not complete the full experiment (2) 

participants’ parents interfered with the procedure, e.g. by pointing at stimuli or talking to their 

child (3) the experimenter made an error during testing that was relevant to the procedure, (4) 

technical problems occurred. The individual labs will determine whether and to which extent 

participant exclusion criteria 1-4 apply and add this information to the participant protocol sheet 
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they provide. This set of exclusions will leave a total of XYZ children and XYZ adults whose data 

will be analyzed. Of these, participants will be excluded sequentially if (5) their data is missing on 

more than one familiarization trial, or (6) their data is missing on the first test trial. If multiple 

reasons for exclusion are applicable to a participant, the criteria will be assigned in the order above 

(for details on exclusions, see Supplement). 

Our final dataset will consist of XYZ participants, with an overall exclusion rate of XYZ% 

(children: XYZ%, adults: XYZ%). Tables 1 A. and B. show the distribution of included participants 

across labs, eye-tracking methods, and ages. A final sample of XYZ children (XX% female) that 

will have been tested in XYZ labs (mean lab sample size = XYZ, SD = XYZ, range: XYZ) will be 

analyzed. The average age of children in the final sample will be XYZ months (SD: XYZ, range: 

XYZ). The final sample size of included adults will be N = XYZ (XX% female), tested in XYZ 

labs (mean lab sample size = XYZ, SD = XYZ, range: XYZ). Their mean age will be XYZ years 

(SD: XYZ, range: XYZ). 

Table 1  
Lab and Participant information. 

 

A. Children sample  

 

Lab Ncollected Nincluded  Sex (NFemale) Mean Age (SD) Method 

Lab 1 XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Lab 2 XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Lab 3 XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Totals XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Notes. XYZ  
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B. Adults sample  

Lab Ncollected Nincluded  Sex (NFemale) Mean Age (SD) Method 

Lab 1 XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Lab 2 XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Lab 3 XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Totals XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ XYZ 

Notes. XYZ  

 

Apparatus and procedure 

Eye-tracking Methods 

We expect that participating labs will use one of three types of eye-tracker brands to track 

the participant's gaze patterns: Tobii, Eyelink, or SMI. Thus, apparatus setup will slightly vary in 

individual labs (e.g., different sampling rates and distances at which the participants are seated in 

front of the monitor). Participating labs will report their eye-tracker specifications and study 

procedure alongside the collected data. To minimize variation between labs, all labs using the same 

type of eye-tracker will use the same presentation study file specific to that eye-tracker type. The 

Supplemental Material will provide an overview of employed eye-trackers, stimulus presentation 

softwares, sampling rates and screen dimensions. 

Non-Eye-Tracking Methods 

To allow for the participation of labs that do not have access to an eye-tracker, or are not 

able to invite participants to their facilities due to current restrictions regarding the COVID-19 

pandemic, labs can choose to collect data via video coding and online testing. That is, gaze direction 

during stimulus presentation will be coded “offline” on a frame-by-frame basis from video 
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recordings of a camera facing the participant (e.g., a webcam). Labs that choose to collect data 

virtually will utilize the platform of their choice (e.g., LookIt, YouTube, Zoom, etc.). 

Procedure 

Children will be seated on either their caregiver’s lap or in a highchair. The distance from 

the monitor will depend on the data collection method. Caregivers will be asked to refrain from 

interacting with their child, and close their eyes during stimulus presentation or wear a set of opaque 

sunglasses. Adult participants will be seated on a chair within the respective appropriate distance 

from the monitor. Once the participant is seated, the experimenter will initiate the eye-tracker-

specific calibration procedure. Additionally, we will present another calibration stimulus before 

and after the presentation of the task. This allows for evaluating the accuracy of the calibration 

procedure across labs (cf., Frank et al., 2012). 

General Lab Practices 

To ensure standardization of procedure, materials for testing practices and instructions will 

be prepared and distributed to the participating labs. Each lab will be responsible for maintaining 

these practices and report all relevant details on testing sessions (for details see the Supplemental 

Material). 

Videos of Participants 

As with all MB projects, we strongly encourage labs to record video data of their own lab 

procedures and each testing session, provided that this is in line with regulations of the respective 

institutional ethics review board and the given informed consent. Participating labs that cannot 

contribute participant videos will be asked to provide a video walk-through of their experimental 

set-up and procedure instead. If no institutional ethics review board restrictions occur, labs are 

encouraged to share video recordings of the test sessions via DataBrary. 
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Design Analysis 

Here we provide a simulation of the predicted findings because a traditional frequentist 

power analysis is not applicable for our project for two reasons. First, we use Bayesian methods to 

quantify the strength of our evidence for or against our hypotheses, rather than assessing the 

probability of rejecting the null hypothesis. In particular, we compute a Bayes factor (BF; a 

likelihood ratio comparing two competing hypotheses), which allows us to compare models. 

Second, because of the many-labs nature of the study, the sample size will not be determined by 

power analysis, but by the amount of data that participating labs are able to contribute within the 

pre-established timeframe. Even if the effect size is much smaller than what we anticipate (e.g., 

less than Cohen’s d = 0.20), the results would be informative as our study is expected to be 

dramatically larger (i.e., 440 children and 360 adults) than any previous study in this area. If, due 

to unforeseen reasons, the participating labs will not be able to collect a minimum number of 300 

participants per age group within the proposed time period, we plan to extend the time for data 

collection until this minimum number is reached. Or in contrast, if the effect size is large (e.g., 

more than Cohen’s d = 0.80), the resulting increased precision of our model will allow us to test a 

number of other theoretically and methodologically important hypotheses (see Results section). 

Although we did not determine our sample size based on power analysis, here we provide 

a simulation-based design analysis to demonstrate the range of Bayes Factors we might expect to 

see, given a plausible range of effect sizes and parameters. We focus this analysis on our key 

analysis of the test trials (as specified below), namely the difference in AL on the first test trial that 

participants saw. We describe below the simulation for the child sample, but based on our 

specifications, we expect that a design analysis for adult data would produce similar results.  

We first ran a simulation for the first look analysis. In each iteration of our simulation, we 

used a set of parameters to simulate an experiment, using a first look (described below) as the key 
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measure. For the key effect size parameter for condition (knowledge vs. ignorance), we sampled a 

range of effect sizes in logit space spanning from small to large effects (Cohen’s d = 0.20 - 0.80; 

log odds from 0.36 - 1.45). For each experiment, the betas for age and the age x condition 

interaction were sampled uniformly between -0.20 and 0.20. The age of each participant was 

sampled uniformly between 18 and 27 months and then centered. The intercept was sampled from 

a normal distribution (1, 0.25), corresponding to an average looking proportion of 0.73. Lab 

intercepts and the lab slope by condition was set to 0.1, and other lab random effects were set to 0 

as we do not expect them to be meaningfully non-zero. We then used these simulated data to 

simulate an experiment with 22 labs and 440 children and computed the resulting Bayes Factors, 

as specified in the analysis plan below. We adopted all of the priors specified in the results section 

below. We ran 349 simulations and, in 72% of them, the Bayes Factor showed strong evidence in 

favor of the full model (BF > 10); in 6% the Bayes Factor showed substantial evidence (10 > BF > 

3); it was inconclusive 14% of the time (1/10 > BF > 3), and in 8% of cases the null model was 

substantially favored (see Figure 3). In none of the simulations the Bayes Factor was < 1/10. Thus, 

under the parameters chosen here for our simulations, it is likely that the planned experiment is of 

sufficient size to detect the expected effect. 

We also ran a design analysis for the proportional looking analysis. We used the same 

experimental parameters (number of labs, participants, ages, etc.). For generating simulated data, 

we drew the condition effect from a uniform distribution between .05 and .20 (in proportion space). 

The age and age:condition effect were drawn from uniform distributions between -.05 and .05. 

Sigma, the overall noise in the experiment, was drawn from a uniform distribution between .05 and 

.1. The intercept was drawn from a normal distribution with mean .65 and a standard deviation of 

.05. The by-lab standard deviation for the intercept and condition slope was set to .01. Priors were 
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as described in the main text. We ran 119 simulations, and in all 119 we obtained a Bayes factor 

greater than 10, suggesting that, under our assumptions, the study is well-powered. 

 

Figure 3 

Effect sizes of simulated experiments. 

 

Note. Ordered by effect size (from left to right), 95% credible intervals for the key effect (in logit 

space) for our simulated experiments that use first look as the dependent variable. 

 

Data preprocessing  

Eye-tracking 

Raw gaze position data (x- and y-coordinates) will be extracted in the time window starting 

from the first frame at which the chaser enters the tunnel until the last frame before they exit the 

tunnel in the last familiarisation trial and in the test trial. For data collected from labs using a 

binocular eye-tracker, gaze positions of the left and the right eye will be averaged. 

We will use the peekds R package (http://github.com/langcog/peekds) to convert eye-

tracking data from disparate trackers into a common format. Because not all eye-trackers record 
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data with the same frequency or regularity, we will resample all data to be at a common rate of 40 

Hz (samples per second).  

We will exclude individual trials if more than 50% of the gaze data is missing (defined as 

off-screen or unavailable point of gaze during the whole trial, not just the anticipatory period). 

Applying this criterion would have caused us to exclude 4% of the trials in our pilot data, which 

inspection of our pilot data suggested was an appropriate trade-off between not excluding too much 

usable data and not analyzing trials which were uninformative. 

For each monitor size, we will determine the specific AOIs and compute whether the 

specific x- and y-position for each participant, trial, and time point fall within their screen 

resolution-specific AOIs. Our goal is to determine whether participants are anticipating the 

emergence of the chaser from one of the two tunnel exits, but the actual exits are quite small (we 

denote its size as D). Thus, we defined AOIs on the stimulus by creating a square region around 

the tunnel exit that is D units from the top, bottom, left, and right of the boundary of the tunnel 

exit. We then expanded this region by 25% in all directions to account for tracker calibration error. 

Our rationale was that, if we made the AOI too small, we might fail to capture anticipations by 

participants with poor calibrations. In contrast, if we made the regions too large, we might capture 

some fixations by participants looking at the box where the chasee actually is. On the other hand, 

these chasee looks would not be expected to vary between conditions and so would only affect our 

baseline level of looking. Thus, the chosen AOIs aim at maximizing our ability to capture between-

condition differences. For an illustration of the AOIs see Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 

Illustration of Areas of Interest for gaze data analysis during the anticipatory period. 

Note. The yellow rectangles resemble the dimensions of the AOIs used for the analysis of AL 

during the test period. 

 
Manual Coding 

For data gathered without an eye-tracker (e.g., videos of participants gathered from online 

administration), precise estimation of looks to specific AOIs will not be possible. Instead, videos 

will be coded for whether participants are looking to the left or the right side of the screen (or 

“other/off screen”). In our main analysis, during the critical anticipatory window, in our analysis 

we will treat these looks identically to looks to the corresponding AOI. See exploratory analyses 

for analysis of data collected online.  

Temporal Region of Interest 

For familiarization trials, we define the start of the anticipatory period (total length =  4000 
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ms) as starting 120 ms after the first frame after which the chaser has completely entered the tunnel 

and lasting until 120 ms after the first frame at which the chaser is visible again (we chose 120 ms 

as a conservative value for cutting off reactive saccades; cf., Yang et al., 2002). For test trials, we 

define the start of the anticipatory period in the same way, with a total duration of 4000 ms. 

Dependent Variables 

We define two primary dependent variables: 

1. First look. First saccades will be determined as the first change in gaze occurring within the 

anticipatory time window that is directed towards one of the AOIs. The first look is then 

the binary variable denoting the target of this first saccade (i.e., either the correct or 

incorrect AOI) and is defined as the first AOI where participants fixated at for at least 150 

ms, as in Rayner et al. (2009). 

2. Proportion DLS (also referred to as total relative looking time; Senju et al., 2009). We 

compute the proportion looking (p) to the correct AOI during the full 4000 ms anticipatory 

window (correct looks / (correct looks + incorrect looks)), excluding looks outside of either 

AOI.  

Analyses 

Confirmatory Analyses 

Approach. As discussed in the Methods section, we will adopt a Bayesian analysis strategy 

so as to maximize our ability to make inferences about the presence or absence of a condition effect 

(i.e., our key effect of interest). In particular, we will fit Bayesian mixed effects regressions using 

the package brms in R (Bürkner, 2017). This framework allows us to estimate key effects of interest 

while controlling for variability across grouping units (in our case, labs).  

To facilitate interpretation of individual coefficients, we will report means and credible 

intervals. For key inferences in our confirmatory analysis, we will use the bridge sampling 
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approach (Gronau et al., 2017) to compute Bayes Factors comparing different models. As the ratio 

of the likelihood of the observed data under two different models, Bayes Factors will  allow us to 

quantify the evidence that our data provide with respect to key comparisons. For example, by 

comparing models with and without condition effects, we can quantify the strength of the evidence 

for or against such effects.  

Bayesian model comparisons require the specification of proper priors on the coefficients 

of individual models. Here, for our first look analysis, we will use a set of weakly informative 

priors that capture the expectation that the effects that we will observe (of condition and, in some 

cases, trial order) are modest. For coefficients, we will choose a normal distribution with mean of 

0 and SD of 2. Based on our pilot testing and the results of MB1, we assume that lab and participant-

level variation will be relatively small, and so for the standard deviation of random effects (i.e., 

variation in effects across labs and, in the case of the familiarization trials, participants) we will set 

a Normal prior with mean of 0 and SD of 0.1. We will set an LKJ(2) prior on the correlation matrix 

in the random effect structure, a prior that is commonly used in Bayesian analyses of this type 

(Bürkner, 2017). Because the Bayes Factor is sensitive to the choice of prior, we will also run a 

secondary analysis with a less informative prior: fixed effect coefficients chosen from a normal 

distribution with mean 0 and SD of 3, and random effect standard deviations drawn from a normal 

prior with a mean of 0 and SD of 0.5. With respect to the specification of random effects, we will 

follow the approach advocated by Barr et al. (2013), that is, specifying the maximal random effect 

structure justified by our design. Since we are interested in lab-level variation, we will fit random 

effect coefficients for fixed effects of interest within labs (e.g., condition within lab). Further, 

where there is participant-level repeated measure data (e.g., familiarization trials), we will fit 

random effects of participants.  
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For the proportional looking score analysis, we use a uniform prior on the intercept between 

-0.5 and 0.5 (corresponding to proportional looking scores between 0 and 1: the full possible range). 

For the priors on the fixed effect coefficients, we use a normal prior with a mean of 0 and an SD 

of 0.1. Because these regressions are in proportion space, 0.10 corresponds to a change in 

proportion of 10%. For the random effect priors, we use a normal distribution with mean 0 and 

standard deviation .05. The LKJ prior is as above. 

Familiarization Trials. Figure XYZ will show the proportion of total relative looking time 

(non-logit transformed) and proportion of first looks for children and adults plotted across 

familiarization trials and test trials. Our first set of analyses will examine data from the four 

familiarization trials and will ask whether participants anticipated the chaser’s reappearance at one 

of the tunnel exits. In our first analysis, we are interested in whether participants engage in AL 

during the familiarization trials. To quantify the level of familiarization, we will fit Bayesian mixed 

effect models predicting target looks based on trial number (1-4) with random effects for lab and 

participants and random slopes for trial number for each. 

In R formula notation (which we adopt here because of its relative concision compared with 

standard mathematical notation), our base model is as follows: 

measure ~ 1 + trial_number + (trial_number | lab) + (trial_number | participant) 

We will fit a total of four instances of this model, one for each age group (children vs. adults) and 

dependent measure (proportion looking score vs. first look). First look models will be fitted using 

a logistic link function. The proportion looking score models will be Gaussian. 

 Our key question of interest is whether overall anticipation is higher than chance levels on 

the familiarization trial immediately before the test trials, in service of evaluating the evidence that 

participants are attentive and making predictive looks immediately prior to test. To evaluate this 

question across the four models, we will code trial number so that the last trial before the test trials 
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(trial 4) is set to the intercept, allowing the model intercept to encode an estimate of the proportion 

of correct anticipation immediately before test. We then will fit a simpler model for comparison 

measure ~ 0 + trial_number + ( trial_number | lab) + (trial_number | participant), 

which includes no intercept term. We will then compute the Bayes Factor comparing this model to 

the full model. This Bayes Factor quantifies the evidence for an anticipation effect for each group 

and measure.  

Test Trials. We will focus our confirmatory analysis on the first test trial (see Exploratory 

Analysis section for an analysis of both trials). Our primary question of interest is whether AL 

differs between conditions (knowledge vs. ignorance, coded as -.5/.5) and by age (in months, 

centered). For child participants, we will fit models with the specification: 

measure ~ 1 + condition + age + condition:age + (1 + condition + age + condition:age | lab). 

For adult participants, we will fit models with the specification 

measure ~ 1 + condition + (1 + condition | lab). 

Again, we will fit models with a logistic link for first look analyses and with a standard linear link 

for differential looking score.  

In each case, our key Bayes Factor will be a comparison of this model with a simpler “null” 

model that does not include the fixed effect of condition but still includes other terms. We will take 

a BF > 3 in favor of a particular model as substantial evidence and a BF > 10 in favor of strong 

evidence. A BF < 1/3 will be taken as substantial evidence in favor of the simpler model, and a BF 

< 1/10 as strong evidence in favor of the simpler model.  

For the model of data from children, we additionally are interested in whether the model 

shows changes in AL with age. We will assess evidence for this by computing Bayes Factors 

related to the comparison with a model that does not include an interaction between age and 

condition as fixed effects  
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measure ~ 1 + condition + age + (1 + condition + age + condition:age | lab).  

These BFs will capture the evidence for age-related changes in the difference in action anticipation 

between the two conditions. 

Exploratory Analyses 

[WE LIST POTENTIAL EXPLORATORY ANALYSES HERE TO SIGNAL OUR INTEREST 

AND INTENTIONS BUT DO NOT COMMIT TO THEIR INCLUSION, DUE TO LENGTH 

AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS] 

1. Spill-over: we will analyze within-participants data from the second test trial that 

participants saw, using exploratory models to assess whether (1) findings are consistent 

when both trials are included (overall condition effect), (2) whether effects are magnified 

or diminished on the second trial (order main effect), and (3) whether there is evidence of 

“spillover” - dependency in anticipation on the second trial depending on what the first trial 

is (condition x order interaction effect). 

2. We will explore whether condition differences vary for participants who show higher rates 

of anticipation during the four familiarization trials. For example, we might group 

participants according to whether they did or did not show correct AL at the end of the 

familiarization phase, defined as overall longer looking at the correct AOI than the incorrect 

AOI on average in trials 3 and 4 of the familiarization phase. 

3. If we have a sufficiently large sample of participants tested with manual coding from online 

sources (e.g., contributions of at least 32 participants), we will conduct a separate analysis 

with a model term for online participants that estimates whether condition effects are 

different in this population. We will further report whether exclusion rates are different for 

this population.  
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4. If we observe substantial looking (defined post hoc by evaluating scatter plot videos of gaze 

data) to the boxes as well as the tunnel exit AOIs, we will conduct an exploratory analysis 

using tighter AOIs around tunnel exits and boxes, asking whether box and tunnel looking 

vary separately by age or by condition. In particular, we expect that the difference in AL 

between the two conditions will be bigger for the tunnel exits than for the box (as looks to 

the correct box might indicate looks to the target, which is in the same box for both 

conditions, rather than action anticipation). 
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S1. Pilot Studies 

The familiarization trials were developed to convey information that is necessary for            

correct action predictions in this paradigm. First, the agent’s goal is introduced, i.e. the chaser               

wants to catch their partner (the chasee). Second, the situational constraints of the scene are               

shown. A barrier (fence) divides the scene so that the other side can only be reached by going                  

through a y-shaped tunnel. Yet, it had to be clear that the fence is no visual barrier, meaning that                   

the bear can see everything that takes place on the other side. Third, the familiarization trials                

should teach the timing of events, particularly, how much time the bear spends in the tunnel and                 

when their reappearance is to be expected. We piloted the stimuli with adults and children               

between 18 and 27 months of age, the core age range of our main study. All analysis scripts for                   

both pilot studies can be found on GitHub ( https://github.com/manybabies/mb2-analysis ). 

 

Pilot 1 

In the first pilot study, we wanted to get an estimate of the level of correct goal-based                 

action predictions with these novel stimuli. We presented a total of eight familiarization trials.              

An observation of changes in the anticipation rate over trials would help us to determine the                

optimal number of familiarization trials. Further, we used this pilot to test the general procedure               

(i.e., data collection in different labs, preprocessing and analysis of raw gaze data from different               

eye-trackers). We also checked whether gaze patterns indicated any issues with perceptual            

properties of stimuli, such as distracting visual saliencies. Data for this pilot study was collected               

between February and July 2019. 

https://github.com/manybabies/mb2-analysis
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Methods 

Participants. Seven labs tested a total of 65 healthy full-term children (28 males; Mean              

age = 23.14 months; range: 18.25 to 26.84 months). Data from eight additional children were               

excluded from the analyses. Three did not complete the full experiment, another three did not               

complete at least six trials. Two children had to be excluded due to technical problems with data                 

collection (e.g., calibration of eye-tracker). At the trial level, four additional trials were excluded              

because the trial data was incomplete (as determined by not having at least 32 s of eye-tracking                 

data for that trial, from the beginning to the end of the trial). A total of 42 adults were tested in                     

three labs [5 males, 1 male/other, 1 N/C (not collected); Mean age = 24.10 years; range: 19 to 53                   

years]. One adult was excluded because this participant did not complete at least six trials. We                

asked contributing labs for a minimum sample size of 3-5 participants per age group. We               

reasoned that the resulting minimum total sample of 27-45 participants per age group would be               

large enough for an initial estimate of AL behavior. The contributing labs were independently              

responsible for obtaining informed written consent and reimbursing participants. Each lab           

acquired ethics approval. Central data analyses only used de-identified data. Video recordings of             

participants were archived locally at each lab following the local data protection regulations. 

 

Task and Procedure. Children were tested in a quiet room of nurseries or laboratories,              

after their parents read and signed the informed consent form. They sat on an educator/parent's               

lap or on a car seat, centered in front of the monitor used to display the stimuli at a distance of                     

about 60-80 cm. Educators or parents were instructed to remain silent and to wear black glasses                

or close their eyes to avoid erroneous tracking of their eyes. The experimenter was behind a                

curtain/room divider and controlled stimulus presentation. Depending on the lab setup, the            

following eye-tracking systems were used: Tobii T60 (two labs), Tobii T120 (two labs), EyeLink              

1000 Plus (two labs), SMI250Redmobile (two labs), SMI iView X Hi-Speed 1250 (one lab). For               

each lab the following information was collected: type of eye-tracker apparatus, trial order             

condition (A or B), any procedural or technical error that occurred during the experimental              

session, location of the lab they were tested in (laboratory or nursery). 

The task consisted of a calibration check, eight familiarization trials and another final             

calibration check. After an initial attention getter, participants were presented with the calibration             
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check that consisted of an animated star with sound, moving and stopping at four locations. The                

familiarization trials were as described in the Methods section of the main study, with the               

following deviations: In the upper part of the tunnel there was a small window that allowed                

participants to watch the agents moving inside the upper part of the tunnel before it forked.                

Further, unlike in the final familiarization trial version, a chime sounded at the moment the bear                

disappeared from the tunnel window, indicating the start of the anticipatory period. The starting              

location of the chasee (left or right half of the upper part of the scene) and the box the chasee                    

ended up (left or right box) were counterbalanced, resulting in a total of four familiarization trial                

versions [started from the right and ended up in right box (RR); started from the right and ended                  

up in left box (RL); started from the left and ended up in right box (LR); started from the left and                     

ended up in left box (LL)]. Each of these versions was presented twice in two               

pseudo-randomized orders (Order A: LL1, LR2, RR2, RR1, LL2, RL2, LR1, RL1; Order B: RL1               

LR1, RL2, LL2, RR1, RR2, LR2, LL1). Half of the participants in each lab group were randomly                 

assigned to one of the two orders. 

 

Data Analysis. The labs exported the raw gaze data in the format the respective              

eye-tracking software allowed for. The participants’ demographic information and details about           

the test session were collected in standardized spreadsheets. Each lab provided the raw gaze data               

and de-identified demographic information with Google Drive. Data preprocessing was identical           

to the procedure of the current study. For details refer to the Methods section of the main                 

manuscript. 

 

Results  

Descriptive Statistics. In Figure S1, we show the children’s proportion of first looks and              

the proportion looking at each of the critical AOIs (target, distractor, other) during the              

anticipatory period of each trial. We saw robust evidence for looks to the target relative to the                 

distractor during the anticipation period, as evidenced by the green lines being consistently             

higher than the blue lines. Figure S2 (plots labeled pilot 1) shows the proportion of looking of                 

children and adults as a smooth curve, generated by binning the data and averaging the               

proportion looking at each time point across all participants. In Figure S2, we separate trials into                

two blocks (Trials 1-4 and Trials 5-8). For children in Pilot 1, we see similar rates of anticipation                  
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for Trials 1-4, as in Trials 5-8. In fact, anticipation is slightly lower in Trials 5-8 than in Trials                   

1-4. For adults, we see an increase in the anticipation rate in Trials 5-8. 

 

Figure S1 

First looks and proportion looking of children from Pilot 1 for each trial. 

 

 

 

 

Note.  Top: proportion of first looks to the target as a function of trial number; Bottom: 
proportion looking score as a function of trial number.  
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Figure S2 

Binned proportion looking, averaged across all participants and trials. 

Note.  The left column comes from Trials 1-4, the right column from Trials 5-8. The vertical 
dotted line represents the disambiguation time. The red points represent looks to the target, the 
blue points represent looks to the distractor.  
 

 

Inferential statistics. To further assess the pilot data and test our proposed analysis             

described in the main text, we ran two Bayesian mixed effect models as described in the main                 

manuscript, the first using first look location as the dependent variable and the second using               
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proportional looking score as the dependent variable. For the first look analysis, we defined the               

first look location as in the main text (corresponding roughly to the first look of 150 ms or more                   

in the same AOI). We calculated the proportion looking ( p) to the correct AOI during the full                 

4000 ms anticipatory window by correct looks / (correct looks + incorrect looks), excluding              

looks outside of either AOI. The anticipatory eye movement window was defined 120 ms after               

the first frame when the bear had completely entered the tunnel and 120 ms after the bear                 

reappeared from the tunnel.  

Because we wanted to ask if participants were attentive and could still make predictive              

looks at the end of the familiarization phase, we coded the trial number such that the last trial                  

during the familiarization phase (the 8th in pilot 1) is set to 0, with trials 1 through 7 are coded as                     

-7 to -1, respectively. We used the priors described in the main text of our analysis plan. Our                  

base model is as follow, where measure refers to the dependent variable (either first look or the                 

proportional looking score):  

Measure ~ 1 + trial_number + (trial_number | lab) + (trial_number | participant)  

And then we fit a simpler model for model comparison: 

Measure  ~ 0 + trial_number + ( trial_number | lab) + (trial_number | participant) 

We then calculated the Bayes factor, which we interpret as described in the main text.  

 

Children. For the first look analysis, the intercept estimate was .44, (CrI 95% = 0.07, 0.80).               

This corresponds to a point estimate of a 61% probability of seeing a first look to the target as                   

opposed to the distractor. The Bayes factor comparing the model with and without the intercept               

was 1.52, which is inconclusive by our criteria. For the proportional looking score model, the               

model estimate for the intercept was 0.16 (CrI 95% = 0.10, 0.23). This can be interpreted as a point                  

estimate of a 66% probability of looking to the target. The Bayes factor was 493.25, which was                 

strong evidence in favor of the full model and which strongly suggests that children look more                

towards the target than towards the distractor during the anticipation period. 

 

Adults. For the first look analysis, we obtained a model estimate of 1.95 (CrI 95% = 1.42,                

2.48). This corresponds to a probability of 88% that the first look is to the target. The Bayes                  

factor was > 1000, which was evidence in favor of the full model. For the Proportion Differential                 
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looking score analysis 1, the Bayes factor was also > 1000, which was evidence in favor of the                 

full model. This suggested that adults had a higher proportion of looking at the target than                

chance level. The model estimate for the intercept was 0.46 (CrI 95% = 0.38, 0.54) . Based on these                  

analyses, it is clear that adults looked more to the target than kids did, and it appears this was                   

driven by Trials 5-8, as can be seen in Figure S2. Adults learn to anticipate the target and, on                   

later trials, very rarely look at the distractor. 

 

Discussion  

Based on the first pilot, we drew the following conclusions: (1) Children and adults show               

anticipation during the critical window, and thus the paradigm seems successful at eliciting             

anticipation. (2) Over the course of eight trials, the children and adults remained attentive and               

showed anticipatory behavior even during the last trial of the familiarization phase. (3) Four              

familiarization trials seem to be sufficient and there do not appear to be strong additional benefits                

of running additional trials. Crucially, trials five to eight did not help to increase the overall                

anticipation rate for children, as shown in Figure S2. Note that in the adults sample AL slightly                 

increased after trial 4. We nonetheless decided to use four familiarization trials in the main study                

because we reasoned that it is more important to avoid fatigue in the children sample than to get                  

even higher anticipation rates for adults. An unexpected result of Pilot 1 was that during the                

anticipatory period, many fixations were attracted by the tunnel window where the agent was last               

seen. This was potentially problematic since looking at the window could lead to a reduced               

amount of anticipatory looks to the target/distractor AOIs. Initially, the window was added to the               

tunnel with the aim to increase AL (cf., Surian & Franchin, 2020). But the results suggested that                 

it may have been distracting, and so we removed the window for Pilot 2. 

 

Pilot 2 

To further hone our stimulus design, we conducted a second pilot. First, we removed the               

potentially distracting tunnel window from all trials in Pilot 2. Second, we tested another method               

to increase AL. We asked whether a chime as an arbitrary timing cue helps to elicit AL to the                   

tunnel exits in (future) test trials in which the agent does not reappear at one of the tunnel exits                   

1 We note that the base model for the Proportion Differential looking score analysis in adults had divergent issues. 
These issues were not resolved after adjusting the alpha level to a very high number (e.g., 0.999999). Thus, the 
results needed to be interpreted with caveat.  
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(because these test trials stop after the end of the anticipatory phase without showing the agent’s                

action outcome). To this end, we presented the first four familiarization trials showing the              

outcome associated with the chime, i.e., the chime announced the reappearance of the bear, and               

four subsequent familiarization trials without an outcome, i.e., the chime sounded, but the bear              

did not reappear. We reasoned that if participants learn in the first four trials that the chime                 

indicates the bear’s reappearance, we should see an increase in AL right after the chime sounded.                

Further, this increase should also be observable in the last four trials in which the bear does not                  

reappear. Data collection for this pilot started in January 2020 and had to stop due to Covid-19                 

outbreak in March 2020.  

 

Methods 

Participants . A total of 12 healthy full-term children participated in the second pilot             

study (6 males; Mean age = 24.15 months; range: 19.14 months to 26.05 months). One additional                

child was tested but excluded from the analyses because this child did not complete at least six                 

trials. An additional one trial was excluded as the child did not look at least 32 seconds during                  

this trial. We asked five labs to contribute a minimal sample size of four children. Yet, data                 

collection had to stop due to Covid-19 outbreak. 

 

Task and Procedure. The task and procedure were similar to pilot 1. In this study, the                

following eye-tracking systems were used: Tobii T60 (one lab), Tobii T120 (one lab), EyeLink              

1000 Plus (two labs), and Tobii Pro Spectrum (one lab). After the initial attention getter,               

participants were presented with the calibration check as in Pilot 1, eight familiarization trials              

and at the end, again the calibration check. The familiarization trials started by showing the same                

scene as in pilot 1, except that the window was removed from the tunnel. The trials differed in                  

whether they displayed an outcome (i.e., the chaser exits the tunnel and the two agents rejoin) or                 

not (i.e., trial stopped after the anticipatory period). The first four trials showed the outcome, the                

last four trials did not. Unlike in the first pilot, the chime now sounded the moment the chaser                  

reappeared at one of tunnel exits in the outcome trials. In the no outcome trials, the chime                 

sounded the same moment, yet now the chaser did not appear. Again, the trials were presented in                 

two pseudo-randomized orders [Order A: outcome (LR, LL, RR, RL), no outcome (LL, RL, LR,               
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RR); Order B: outcome (RL, RR, LL, LR), no outcome (RR, LR, RL, LL]. Half of the                 

participants in each lab group were randomly assigned to one of two orders. 

 

Data Analysis. Data preprocessing was analogous to Pilot 1. 

 

Results and Discussion  

As can be seen in Figures S1 and S2, we found a similar pattern of results in both                  

conditions of Pilot 2 (with outcome and without come) as we did in Pilot 1. We saw more looks                   

directed towards the target than to the distractor. As described above, all trials in Pilot 2 lacked                 

the tunnel window, whereas all trials in Pilot 1 included the tunnel window. Thus, we can assess                 

the effect of the tunnel window by comparing Pilot 2 to Pilot 1. We found that the removal of the                    

tunnel window did not appear to increase or decrease AL in Pilot 2 in any clear way. In fact,                   

even after the removal of the window, a substantial amount of gaze was attracted towards the                

location where the window had been in Pilot 1 (for an illustration, see Figure S3). An                

explanation for this pattern of results is that not the window itself but its location in the center of                   

the scene attracted visual attention. Previous research documented a central fixation bias in             

children and adults when viewing complex visual scenes (Tatler, 2007; van Renswoude et al.,              

2019). The combined analysis using the refined AOIs around the tunnel exists still revealed a               

strong looking bias towards the tunnel exit at which the chaser reappeared following their goal to                

catch the chasee. We are thus confident that participants clearly predicted the agent’s action and               

did not just look at the chasee’s location anticipating something else.  

By comparing the outcome and no outcome conditions in Pilot 2, we were able to assess                

whether the use of the chime helps AL. We did not find evidence that the chime helped to                  

increase AL, and the majority of anticipatory looks to the tunnel exits happened before the chime                

sounded. As with Pilot 1, we ran a series of Bayesian mixed effect models to quantitatively                

evaluate anticipation. As we had a much smaller sample in Pilot 2, our Bayesian analyses were                

broadly inconclusive and did not favor either the full or null model. (Bayes factors fell between                

0.1 and 3), suggesting that we did not have sufficient data to conclude whether the evidence is in                  

favor of the full model or the simpler model. But, by comparing the results to the results of Pilot                   

1, we are confident that the results of Pilot 2 are qualitatively similar.  
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Figure S3  

Proportion looks to the area where the window is (in Pilot 1) or would be if it were there (in 

Pilot 2) across conditions. 

Note.  These graphs show that, at the time that the chaser disappears at around -4000 ms, there are 
many looks to the window/center of the screen. Over the course of the anticipation period, as 
more participants look to the target and distractor, there are fewer looks to the window. At the 
time of disambiguation, which occurs in all panels except for Pilot 2, Trials 5-8 (the no outcome 
condition), any remaining looks to the window disappear. 
 

Conclusions 

In both pilot studies we found that participants produced goal-directed action predictions.            

The changes of stimulus features in Pilot 2 did not affect AL rates. To reduce the complexity of                  

the stimuli, we decided to use the stimuli without the tunnel window. Further, we removed the                

chime from the final version. In sum, we conclude that these novel stimuli sufficiently elicit               

goal-directed action predictions and are thus suited to serve as familiarization trials in the study               

described in the main text.  
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S2. Further Supplemental Information: Methods 

Table S1. Overview on employed eye-tracking systems. 

[TABLE WILL BE ADDED AFTER DATA COLLECTION] 

 

 

 

Questionnaires and test session information 

Using a questionnaire (filled out during the lab session or online for remote testing              

procedures) we will collect the following demographic information from the participating           

children: gender, chronological age in days, nationality of the child, estimated proportion of             

language exposure, preterm/full-term status, current visual or hearing impairments, any known           

developmental concerns, information about siblings (number, gender, age), duration of time the            

child spends with parents/caregivers and in day-care. From their parents the following            

information will be collected: gender, nationality, native language(s), level of education. For the             

adult sample, the following demographic information will be collected: gender, chronological           

age in years, and level of education. 

Additionally, we collect the following information for each participant: name of lab the             

participant was tested in, academic status of the experimenter involved in the test session (e.g.,               

volunteer, undergraduate, graduate, post-doctoral, professor), the type of eye-tracking apparatus          

used including sampling rate and screen dimensions (for eye-tracking procedures), date of            

testing, trial order condition the participant was assigned to, any procedural or technical error              

that occurred during the session and further reasons for exclusion, and the type of recruitment               

method the lab used. For the children sample, we will additionally ask for the amount of                

experience the experimenter has in testing toddlers, and whether the child sat on the caregiver’s               

lap or in a seat. The requested demographic information that is not used in the registered                

confirmatory and/or exploratory analyses of this study will be collected for further potential             

follow-up analyses in spin-off projects within the MB framework. 
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Stimuli  

General Scene Setup 

The depicted scene comprises an open space colored in blue. A horizontal picket fence              

divides the space into two sections (upper: approx. one third; lower: approx. two thirds). In the                

upper section, initially two animated, same-sized agents are seen: a brown bear (chaser) and a               

yellow mouse (chasee). The agents communicate using pseudo utterances. When they move,            

footsteps can be heard. The back of the upper section is formed by a wall with a small, central                   

door through which the agents can enter and leave the scenario. Leaving through this door               

partially covers the agent, with the lower part of the body still visible. In the lower section of the                   

scene, two identical brown boxes with moveable lids are located (one on the left and one on the                  

right side). A white, centrally located, inverted Y-shaped tunnel connects both sides of the fence.               

One entrance is located in the upper section, while two identical exits are located in the lower                 

section. Each exit in the lower section points towards the left or right box, respectively. The                

agents can move from the upper to the lower section of the scene by walking through the tunnel.  

  

Familiarization Trials 

All participants will view four familiarization trials. Each trial starts with the chaser and              

the chasee playing tag in the upper section of the scene. That is, the chasee runs off in a circle                    

and is closely followed by the chaser (~4 s). When the chasee stops, the chaser catches up and                  

they do a high five (~1 s). After separating again, the agents stand next to each other in front of                    

the tunnel´s entrance (left or right position counterbalanced) (~3 s). Next, the chasee makes eye               

contact with the chaser (~2 s) and leaves for the tunnel. The chaser watches closely as the chasee                  

walks towards the tunnel and enters it (~2 s). The chaser then positions themselves centrally in                

front of the tunnel entrance (~4 s). While the chasee is walking through the tunnel for four                 

seconds, there is a sound of footsteps. The footsteps cease when the chasee leaves the tunnel                

through one of the two exits (left or right, counterbalanced) in the lower section (~3 s). At this                  

point, the chasee briefly stops, turns around and establishes eye contact with the chaser across               

the fence (~1 s). The chaser raises their hands to the mouth and shouts (~2 s). Next, the chasee                   

continues towards the box in front of them (~1 s). The lid of the box opens (accompanied by a                   

clap sound) and the chasee jumps into it - after which the lid of the box closes, again                  

accompanied by a clap sound (~1 s). Then, the chaser walks towards the tunnel entrance (~2 s)                 
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and transits through the tunnel. While they are walking through the tunnel, footsteps sound (~4 s                

- anticipatory period). A chime is played in the moment in which the chaser exits the tunnel (cue                  

for the approach phase of the chaser). After leaving the tunnel (~2 s), the chaser approaches the                 

box in which the chasee is hiding and knocks on it (~2 s). Then, the chasee jumps out of the box                     

(with a box opening clap sound) and the chaser and chasee do a high five (~4 s). 

 

Test Trials  

Test trials start with the same chasing sequence as in the familiarization trials. After              

doing a high five, chaser and chasee take their positions in front of the tunnel entrance. Next, the                  

chasee makes eye contact with the chaser, leaves for the tunnel and enters it. From this point                 

onwards, the events depend on the condition:  

In the Ignorance condition, after the chasee entered the tunnel (~12 s after start), the               

chaser exits through the door in the wall behind them (~4 s). The back of the chaser remains                  

visible. While the chaser is away (for ~8 s), the chasee walks through the tunnel (~4 s) and                  

leaves through one of the exits (left or right, counterbalanced)(~2 s) and jumps into the               

respective box (~1 s). After approximately one second, while the chaser is still away, the chasee                

leaves this box A and tiptoes to the other box (~4 s). The chasee then jumps into box B and the                     

lid closes (~1 s). In contrast to the familiarization trials, the chasee and the boxes make no                 

sounds and no chime is played. After the hiding event has finished, the chaser returns through the                 

door in the wall (~3 s) and enters the tunnel (~2 s). While the chaser is in the tunnel, footsteps                    

are heard (~4 s). The video ends before the chaser exits the tunnel. 

In the Knowledge condition, the chaser remains on the scene in the upper section and               

positions themselves centrally in front of the tunnel entrance (~2 s). Following the same              

sequence as in the Ignorance condition, the chasee walks through the tunnel (~2 s), leaves it                

through one of the exits (left or right, counterbalanced) (~2 s) and hides in the respective box (~1                  

s). Next, in order to match the events of the ignorance condition, the chaser walks towards the                 

door in the wall (~3 s) and disappears for approximately 1 seconds. Subsequently, they return to                

the initial position in front of the tunnel entrance (~3 s). In the meantime, the chasee did not                  

move, so that the chaser did not miss any events while they were gone. Once the chaser returns                  

they observe the chasee jump out of the first box (~1 s) and tiptoe to the second box (~4 s).                    

Finally, the chasee jumps into the second box and the lid closes (~1 s). Like in the ignorance                  
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condition, the chasee and the boxes make no sound and no chime is played. The chaser enters the                  

tunnel (~2 s) and footsteps sound (~4 s). Like in the Ignorance condition, the video ends before                 

the chaser exits the tunnel. 

  

Trial randomization 

The four combinations in familiarization were the following: started from the right and             

ended up in right box (RR); started from the right and ended up in left box (RL); started from the                    

left and ended up in right box (LR); started from the left and ended up in left box (LL). The                    

presentation of the familiarization trials will be counterbalanced in two pseudo-randomized           

orders (familiarization order A: Fam_LR, Fam_RR, Fam_LL, Fam_RR; familiarization order B:           

Fam_RR, Fam_LL, Fam_LR, Fam_RR). As with the familiarization trials, there will be four             

different parallel versions of the test trial for the Knowledge and the Ignorance condition,              

differing in the starting location of the chasee and the box the chasee ended up (Know_RR,                

Know_RL, Know_LR, Know_LL; Ig_RR, Ig_RL, Ig_LR, Ig_LL). Supplementary Table S2 lists           

the combinations that will be tested. Each lab signs up for one or two trial bins (16 trial                  

combinations per bin) for each tested age group. 

 
Table S2.  
Counterbalancing orders of parallel trial versions. 

Trial 
bin 

Trial order Familiarization 
order 

First (critical) test 
trial version 

Second test trial 
version 

1 1 A Know_RR Ig_RR 

 2 B Know_RL Ig_RR 

 3 A Know_LR Ig_RR 

 4 B Know_LL Ig_RR 

 5 A Know_RR Ig_RL 

 6 B Know_RL Ig_RL 

 7 A Know_LR Ig_RL 

 8 B Know_LL Ig_RL 

 9 A Ig_RR Know_LR 

 10 B Ig_RL Know_LR 

 11 A Ig_LR Know_LR 
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 12 B Ig_LL Know_LR 

 13 A Ig_RR Know_LL 

 14 B Ig_RL Know_LL 

 15 A Ig_LR Know_LL 

 16 B Ig_LL Know_LL 

2 17 A Ig_RR Know_RR 

 18 B Ig_RL Know_RR 

 19 A Ig_LR Know_RR 

 20 B Ig_LL Know_RR 

 21 A Ig_RR Know_RL 

 22 B Ig_RL Know_RL 

 23 A Ig_LR Know_RL 

 24 B Ig_LL Know_RL 

 25 A Know_RR Ig_LR 

 26 B Know_RL Ig_LR 

 27 A Know_LR Ig_LR 

 28 B Know_LL Ig_LR 

 29 A Know_RR Ig_LL 

 30 B Know_RL Ig_LL 

 31 A Know_LR Ig_LL 

 32 B Know_LL Ig_LL 
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Table S3.  
Labs that expressed their intent to participate in data collection and their anticipated sample 
sizes. 

Lab Institution City 

Anticipated 
sample size 
adults 

Anticipated 
sample size 
18-27MO 

LMU_munich Ludwig-Maximilians- 
Universität 

Munich 32 32 

Göttinger Kindsköpfe  
(PI: Hannes Rakoczy) 

Georg-August-Universität 
Göttingen 

Göttingen 32 16 

ToM Kinderlabor  
(Josef Perner) 

Universität Salzburg Salzburg 32 16 

Casey Lew-Williams Princeton University Princeton 16 16 

Concordia Infant Research Lab 
(Krista Byers-Heinlein) 

Concordia University Montreal 16 16 

CEU Cog Dev Center Central European University Budapest 0 32 

Baby Lab_Unitn  
(PI: Luca Surian) 

University of Trento Trento 32 16 

INCC Babylab CNRS/Université de Paris Paris 16 16 

Josephine Ross University of Dundee Dundee 16 0 

Comparative Cultural Psychology 
(Daniel Haun / Manuel Bohn) 

Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology 

Leipzig 0 24 

Babylab Leiden Leiden University Leiden 16 16 

UIUC Child Development Labs University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign 

Champaign-
Urbana 

16 16 

Forscher Früchtchen  
(PI: Marco Schmidt) 

University of Bremen Bremen 0 16 

Milestones of Early Cognitive 
Development 

MPI for Human Cognitive 
and Brain Sciences 

Leipzig 16 24 

LFE Leipzig Leipzig University Leipzig 16 16 

KU Copenhagen  
(PI: Victoria Southgate) 

University of Copenhagen Copenhagen 0 32 

Säuglings- und 
Kleinkindforschung Uni Köln 

Universität zu Köln Cologne 24 24 

Center for Emotion and Cognition BYU Provo 32 32 

Center for Infant Cognition University of British 
Columbia 

Vancouver 0 32 

Baby & Child Research Center Radboud University Nijmegen 16 16 
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General Lab Practices 

Training of Research Assistants  

Each participating lab is responsible for maintaining the highest possible experimental           

standards, providing training practices for all experimenters and research assistants, and           

following detailed, written instructions to achieve uniformity and minimize variation across labs.            

Individual labs will document which experimenter(s) and research assistant(s) will test each            

participant. A questionnaire will serve to record and compare training practices. Greeting            

practices and instructions given to the participant/caregiver are marked down and standardized. 

 

Reporting of Technology Mishaps and Participant/Caregiver Behavior  

All labs are required to report anomalies, technical issues, concerns, and general            

comments on the protocol sheet. For toddler samples, concerns and general comments comprise             

the following: crying, fussiness, weariness, caregiver intervening (verbal or non-verbal, e.g.,           

pointing), affecting or disrupting participation and/or looking behavior. Technical issues include           

problems that hinder, pause, or stop the stimulus presentation and/or eye-tracking recording. 

  

Participant exclusion 

Of the initial sample (children: N=XYZ, adults: N=XYZ), participants will be excluded            

from the main confirmatory analyses if: 

1. They did not complete the full experiment (children: N=XYZ, XYZ%; adults: N=XYZ,            

XYZ%), 

MPIB BabyLab Max Planck Institute for 
Human Development 

Berlin 16 16 

KoKu Forschungszentrum  
(PI:Ulf Liszkowski) 

Universität Hamburg, 
Germany 

Hamburg 16 16 

Social Cognition and  
Learning Lab* 

University of California, San 
Diego 

San Diego 16 16 

Cognitive and Language 
Development Lab * 

Concordia University Montréal 16 16 

  Sum 392 472 

Note.  *added after the simulations for the design analysis were performed. Therefore, the sum of participants in this list is 
larger than the sample sizes that were used for the design analysis 
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2. Participants’ parents interfered with the procedure, e.g., by pointing at stimuli or talking             

to their child (children: N=XYZ, XYZ%; adults: N=XYZ, XYZ%), 

3. The experimenter made an error during testing that was relevant to the procedure             

(children: N=XYZ, XYZ%; adults: N=XYZ, XYZ%), 

4. Technical problems occurred, e.g., data not saved, unable to calibrate eye-tracker,           

eye-tracker lost signal, data loss due to computer failure, computer crashed during            

recording  (children: N=XYZ, XYZ%; adults: N=XYZ, XYZ%). 

The individual labs will determine whether and to which extent participant exclusion            

criteria 1-4 apply and add this information to the participant protocol sheet they provide. This set                

of exclusions will leave a total of XYZ children and XYZ adults whose data will be analyzed. Of                  

these, participants will be excluded sequentially if: 

5. Their data were excluded due to missingness (see Preprocessing section) from more             

than one familiarization trial (children: N=XYZ, XYZ%; adults: N=XYZ, XYZ%), 

6. Their data from the first (critical) test trial were excluded due to missingness (children:               

N=XYZ, XYZ%; adults: N=XYZ, XYZ%). 

If multiple reasons for exclusion are applicable to a participant, the criteria will be              

assigned in the order above. 
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